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GENTRY  AND  LESSER NOBILITY  IN  LATER MEDIEVAL EUROPE.
Edited by Michael Jones. 1986. Alan  Sutton  Publishing Ltd., Gloucester,
£15.00.

Try not to be put off by the  cover  of this  book, which in a remarkable howler  —
not, I understand, the fault of the editor  —  indicates that the contents are
confined purely to English  studies.  This  is far from being the case. Of the ten
chapters, based on papers given at a Nottingham colloquium in September 1984
(with  the  text  of an Edinburgh Antiquary lecture by Philippe Contamine added
to these for  good  measure), three are concerned respectively with  the
characteristics, the  estates  and the marriages of the late medieval English  gentry,
while  the remaining seven are devoted to studies of comparable  classes in other
European countries  —  France, the Netherlands, Germany, Gascony, Castile
and Scotland.

The  editor, Dr. Michael Jones, suggests  that  the first three contributions -—
on the English gentry —  come  first in the book as  they did at the  colloquium  in
order to establish a  model.  In fact, no convincing model  is established, as the
contrasts  between English society and those European societies considered in
the later chapters are far more striking than  any similarities, but the English
chapters are  both  entertaining and stimulating in  their  own right. David
Morgan, in  ‘The  Individual Style  of the English Gentleman.’ discovers  the first
recorded gentleman in the unpromising person of the housebreaker and
murderer  Robert  Erdeswick of Stafford; and in pursuit of fifteenth-century
individuals  who fit the style, he considers  a vast  cross-section of men, from
tenants of  rural  properties to  those  whose changing circumstances had made
them court  bureaucrats  or city financial experts. He ends by pulling a wry face
at the current historical  emphasis  on ‘the study of  localities  as our means of
access to  a  fuller  understanding of the individuality of past experience', stressing
instead the centripetal forces of English  history and hoping that ‘having with
much  profit gone into provincial  society, we may in due course, laden  with  our
historical booty, consider  getting out.  In doing so, we  would  be following in the
footsteps of the gentlemen themselves.‘ His admonition is immediately ignored
in  chapter  2, in  which  Christine Carpenter embarks on an  immensely detailed
survey of the Warwickshire  gentry; her  ‘historical  booty” is impressive, not  least
in her ability to draw  a  convincing distinction  in kind between  nobility and
gentry. To  complete  the English picture, Keith Dockray takes  a  fresh  look  at the
marriages contracted by the fifteenth-century gentry, drawing his evidence
mainly —  though  not exclusively —  from  the activities of the Pastons,
Plumptons  and  Stonors, and forcefully assailing Lawrence  Stone’s  view that
these  families  and their peers used  marriage  simply as a means of social
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preservation or advancement, a  contract in which emotional ties played no part;
and while admitting that  a  great deal of the correspondence, especially that  of
the Plumptons, provides a  mass  of evidence of ‘blatantly materialistic and
impersonal’ marriages, Dr. Dockray warns us against the danger ‘of ending up
with myriads of medieval clones, all frantically playing the marriage market,
ruthlessly competing for the  best  available heirs and heiresses, blind to any but
the most material of instincts.’

The ‘European’ chapters  — about two-thirds of the  book  —  reveal, as Dr.
Jones admits in his introduction, that  a class similar to the English gentry
cannot readily be identified in Germany, Castile, Gascony or Scotland. The
German language does not  even  possess an equivalent word to ‘gentleman’,
while the term ‘gentilhombre', as  Angus  MacKay shows in  a  perceptive analysis
of the lesser nobility of the Kingdom of  Castile, denotes an archaic, almost
ridiculous figure, worlds apart from the active and adaptable English  gentry,
receptive to changing times and habits. The contrast with English society is
perhaps  most  acutely observed in England’s closest neighbour, Scotland, where
the nobility shared a common language with their English counterparts, but in
which a nobility-gentry divide did not  exist  because the Scottish equivalent of
the latter — the lairds — considered themselves, and indeed  were  regarded, as
members of the nobility, sitting, when they chose to turn up at all, with the
higher nobility in  a  uni-cameral parliament. In a brilliant analysis of lords and
lairds in fifteenth-century Scotland, Jenny Wormald explains the essential
difference between the position of gentry in England and lairds in Scotland; in
the latter country, the collapse, or annihilation by the Crown, of the great
territorial  magnates  by the mid-fifteenth century left the new  higher nobility
weak and gave the lairds  a  better bargaining power. As Dr. Wormald  observes,
‘they could cling on to noble  status, could  assert their own position, in the face
of an aristocracy who had to woo  them.’

In  this  absence  of  a  clearly identifiable fifteenth-century gentry class on the
English model, Scotland has much in common with north—western Europe. As
Philippe Contamine shows in his study of French nobility, one cannot easily
find ‘an authentic category of “gentlemen-bureaucrats” or “merchant
gentlemen” like one finds in England.’ Two chapters on the various provinces of
the Netherlands, by Johanna Maria van Winter and Paul de Win respectively,
are of interest in illustrating the frontiers  between  French and German models
of social development. In the  case  of Germany, Professor Du Boulay both
examines the comparison and points the contrast with English society. The
comfiarison lies in the existence in many Germany-speaking lands of social
groups which were very similar to English country gentry, the contrast in that
their relationships  with  royal authority were far more tenuous, and their joining
together was  much  more often in self-defence rather than, as in England, in
service of  a  superior government.

In some ways, the ‘odd-man-out' in  this  collection is chapter 7, in which
Malcolm  Vale  sets the  most  formidable expressions of the warlike Gascon
nobility’s power, their  castles, in the  context  of almost continual private wars,
which merged on occasions in the  late  medieval period into major ‘public’ — i.e.
Anglo-French — wars.  Vale  argues convincingly that  it was not  these major
conflicts, but rather a Gascon tradition of private conflict and neighbourly
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violence which led to the building and reconstruction of many  important castles
and fortifications. Private war, or the threat of it, produced for example the
fantastic fortress of Bonaguil, the  subject  of three of the twelve plates which_
illustrate this chapter.

I  enjoyed much of this  book.  The scholarship of the participants is
formidable in its range and  depth,  the  subjects  well chosen to illustrate an
important theme in late medieval European  social  history. Two minor grouses:
Dr. Michael  Jones, the admirable editor, is  a  specialist in medieval Breton
history, and  a  contribution from him would surely have  fitted  admirably into
this collection. And in places efforts to define the medieval gentry so closely
seem rather a sterile exercise. As Contamine reminds us, within  a  single year
‘John Thame of Fairford was by turns or simultaneously called husbandman,
merchant, gentleman, woolman and yeoman’.

NORMAN MACDOUGALL

WILLIAM ELPH'INSTQNE AND THE  KINGDOM OF  sC’bTLAND  14311-
1514. THE  STRUGGLE FOR  ORDER.  Leslie J. MacFarlane. 1985. Aberdeen
University Press, Aberdeen.  £30.

Anyone supposing that  medieval  Scotland  was  a  fOrgdttefi  bdckWaier‘,'i'emété
from the mainstream of European  history, would do well to  con'sid‘er‘ 'thé
manuscripts listed (pp.452-6) in Dr. MacFarlane’s bibliography.  In addition to
eleven archive repositories  within  the United  Kingdom, he has consulted
manuscripts in six European countries. This list should also convince  anjor'i‘e
that  this is not simply a  book  about Scottish  history, still  less  only about
Aberdeen  University whose  founder Elphinstone  was.

William Elphinstone was born illegitimate in  1431.  His father was  a
younger son of minor gentry stock. His mother, the author suggests  plausibly,
was a member of the baronial  Douglas  family. William’s clerical father studied
at Louvain and then  obtained  a canonry in Glasgow Cathedral.  Raised  by his
father in the  Close, Elphinstone  took  orders and subsequently embarked on
university study, first at Glasgow, then Paris for five years, finally, but briefly,
at Orleans. Much of this training was in canon law. Returned  home, he was
official of Glasgow diocese, 1471-8, and commissary-general of St. Andre'ws
archdiocese, 1478-83. He obtained the bishopric of  Aberdeen  in  1483, and
although  nominated to St. Andrews in  1513  he died  before  taki’ng posses'sions
His career was always mum-faceted, and from  1478  he was  actiVe  in rO‘yal
government whether as judge, councillor, ambassador, chancellor, or  keeper  of
the privy seal. By 1500 he was an elder  statesman  and in the aftermath of
Flodden was appointed guardian of the infant James V. Concurrently he was  a
vigorous Bishop of Aberdeen where, among other achievements, he sponsored
liturgical reform, and in  1495  he founded Aberdeen University.

Readers of this journal will be most interested in Elphinstone the
ambassador. His legal training and fluency in Latin and French resulted in
several diplomatic missions undertaken in the course of nearly twenty‘years‘; one
to Louis XI, two to  Maximilian  I, and twice, 1484  and  1486, he was the chief
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Scottish  negotiator  in making treaties with England. The author’s account of
international affairs illustrates the  strengths  and weaknesses of the whole work.
It is discursive  —  this is an old—fashioned ‘life and  times’ biography — the prose
style is unattractive, much  speculation is presented as fact. But  this  is  a  work  of
immense and wide-ranging learning, and its account of the  1484  treaty is
masterly. Since Richard III was a king with unique knowledge of the Border
problem the conduct of Anglo- S-cottish affairs' 1s of particular interest during his
reign. We could have no better-informed or generous guide to this  complex
question than Dr. MacFarlane.

A. K.  MCHARDY

THE  PRINTER  AND THE  PARDONER:  An unrecorded indulgence  printed
by William  Caxton  for the hospital of St. Mary Rounceval, Charing Cross.
Paul  Needham. Washington  DC: Library of Congress, 1986. $27.50.

Printing has long been popularly linked with Protestantism. Yet more than half
a  century divided the advent  into  England of the new technology of printing in
1476  from the official Reformation of religion' 1n the mid-sixteenth century. In
the intervening decades printers lent their skills to publications  both  traditional
and orthodox.  Among these  a  hardy perennial was the printed indulgence.
Indulgences —— remissions of penance for sins repented and confessed, and
usually granted in return for  a  ‘voluntary’ offering —- were printed in their
thousands before the  attack  on purgatory removed their  raison d’étre.  (It may
be, indeed, that  by this  very proliferation the printers helped to provoke the
eventual condemnation of the protestant reformers.) An indulgence, a simple
document of only a  few lines, was  a  convenient  jobbing stand-by for the printer
in  a  lull between work on more substantial commissions. Despite large print
mns (orders of over  100,000  are recorded in  exceptional cases), very few printed
indulgences  have  survived the hazards of private ownership which  were  their
natural fate. Paul Needham  here  publishes  a  recently discovered survivor
(found cut into strips and used in the binding of a later  book):  an indulgence
printed by William  Caxton  at Westminster' m  1480  for  a  small hospital beside
Charing Cross. The publication comprises an edition of the  (almost  complete)
text  of the indulgence with  a  facsimile, together with a wide-ranging
commentary setting it in  context.  This beautifully produced  book, by a
prominent authority on early printing (and in particular on the use of the
evidence of paper for the study of the craft), deserves to be brought to the
attention of historians of society and religion.

The  hospital  at Charing, called St. Mary Rounccval  after  its parent  house
at Roncesvalles in the Pyrenees, was the  home  of Geoffrey Chaucer’s archetypal
vendor of indulgences, the ‘gentil pardoner of Rouncival’. At the time of the
issue of the  Caxton  indulgence, the  hospital  had become detached from its
Spanish  base  of origin; from 1385 onwards it was  managed  instead by a  guild  of
local townspeople formed for this specific purpose. The indulgence of  1480
assured the possessor of  a  share in the spiritual  benefits  earned in heaven by the
good  works and religious services of the guild. Such letters of fraternity had
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formerly been issued solely by monastic  houses;  this  grant  by a  secular guild is
an index of the  extent  to which lay men and women had, by the late Middle
Ages, taken upon themselves roles  once exclusive  to religious.

The hospital thus maintained resembled  a  modern urban  refuge.  Accounts
of the guild  show  that  ten beds were available to (male) down-and-outs, who
were supported at  a  rate of 1d.  a  day. The facilities were minimal. But before
public legislation began, in the mid-sixteenth century, to address problems of
urban poverty and sickness, such small-scale, community-run  hostels  as the
Rounceval hospital  show  the alternative of  neighbourhood  self-help in action.

In  1480  the guild enjoyed influential patronage; one of the  ‘proctors named
in the indulgence is one ‘John Kendale, valet of the  crown’ to King Richard  III.
This John Kendale may have  been  a  relative of the Westminster  notary of this
name who was in  1482-84, together with William  Caxton,  a  churchwarden of St.
Margaret’s parish church of Westminster.  A  third John  Kendale, a man of far
greater distinction, was head in England of the Order of Knights Hospitaller. By
a  natural slip these three are conflated in the  book.  On these, and on yet another
man of the  same  name  who was Richard  III’s  secretary, see A. F.  Sutton  in
Richard  III: Crown  and  People,  (ed. J. Petre, Richard III Society,  1985).  In the
15305, however, the guild hospital fell victim, not (as implied here) to the
religious changes which ultimately brought about the dissolution of all guilds in
1547, but to the self-aggrandising plans of Henry VIII  for his new palace of
Whitehall.  Although  the guild itself limped on for a few years longer, the
almshouse was forcibly appropriated in 1531 to become a payhouse for the
king’s workmen. Paul Needham’s  book  is a valuable memorial to the
association thus so arrogantly extinguished.

GERVASE  ROSSER

PORTRAITS  OF THE  LATER PLANTAGENETS.  Frederick Hepburn.
1986.  Boydell Press, Boydell & Brewer, Woodbridge, Suffolk, £39.50.

In this short  book, based  on his  1979  M.Litt.  thesis, Frederick  Hepburn  has
tackled a notoriously difficult subject: paintings on panel of the Kings of
England from Richard II to Richard III, and of one Queen, Elizabeth
Woodville, whose portrait in the Ashmolean Museum is reproduced as the only
colour-plate (cover and frontispicce). Other familiar portraits of ‘later
Plantagenets’, such as the drawing of Humphrey, Duke  of Gloucester at Arras,
or the painting of John, Duke of Bedford in the Bedford Hours in the British
Library, which has on the verso an autograph inscription of  1430  by John
Somerset, Henry VI’s  physician, describing the portrait as  a  likeness  (imago),  of
the Duke, are not mentioned, even  in the introduction  about  portraiture,
presumably because  there is no panel to which  they relate.

As royal portraits, most  of the representations are very well-known.  They
have been catalogued in modern surveys, and  have often  been exhibited and
reproduced. The justification of the present  book  was mainly, therefore, to
provide  a  synthesis and guide to recent work in  a  single volume, with  a
convenient collection of plates. How well does it work? There are  sixty-two
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illustrations in forty-eight black and white plates of reasonable quality. The
author has  been  scrupulously fair in acknowledging his sources, and the  most
important are indicated in the list of titles abbreviated (there is no
bibliography). However, there  is no  catalogue raisonné  of the paintings, an
unfortunate omission since the reader at  once  needs to consult the excellent
standard  catalogues  of the last twenty-five years, the paintings in the Royal
Collection  by Sir Oliver Millar  (1963), the  Tudor  and  Jacobean  volume in the
National Portrait Gallery survey of British portraiture by Sir Roy Strong
(1969), and for certain paintings the portrait section of the  1973  Richard  III
exhibition by Dr. Pamela Tudor-Craig, best  used, as the author  points out, in
the second edition of 1977. The comments on the  history of  costume  are  closely
depehdgnt  on the work of Margaret  Scott.  Once  again, for essential visual
comparisons, the reader IS constantly referred to another  book.

The first chapter, about  the Richard II  m  Westminster Abbey (the  Wilton
Diptych 1s not really discussed), differs' m  one  respect  from the  succeeding ones.
Althbugh  the condition of the Richard 11, following the‘ restoration’ of  1866, is
perhaps  more pfoblematic  tha'n the  author suggests, it is  a  painting executed  1n
the sitter’ s lifetime. In  céntrast, the paintings dealt with 1n the  rest  of the  book
are probably all later copies.  Here many complex  problems arise  both about  the
paintifig‘s themselves and  about  pos§ible ‘lost originals’ which have not  been
satisctorily resolved. The  most  serious relates to tree-ring dating.

’  Dining thg 19705, the new science of dendrochronology seemed to offer a
m'éthod of  dating précisely the panels on which paintings were executed, as well
asarchaeological timbers  of  known  origin.  However, recent work has shown
that  the scientific  method  which was  applied  to panel paintings was flawed. Not
éfily istit  uncertain  ‘whether the oak boards  were  imported and  where  the  trees
they came  from once grew (without this information dendrochronology has no
apbliéat‘ion), but  also  ‘incomplete’ boards, which were stored for an uncertain
time, may not be susceptible of providing the looked-for information, even  if
the sources can eventually be established. For the purposes of this  book, the
dates published by the late Dr. John Fletcher have  been  accepted without
question.  They dangerously affect all the arguments in the  text  about copies and
their  relative age, and are given as misleadingly firm  dates  1n the captions to the
plates.

Readefs  of this journal will be particularly interested in the fifth chap_ter
about  Richard 111. Three portraits are reproduce_d and discussed: the  painting
from  the royal  collection, which, with its companion paintings of Henry V  and
Henry V1, is here dated by dendrochronology to c. 1518- 23, rather than  Millar’ s
tentative  late fifteenth-century date  (1963), which may well be preferable; the
iwtj  paintings in the collections of the  Society of Antiquaries of London, the
‘ar‘che'd-top portr'ait’, here dated by dendrochronology to c.1516-22 and the
‘b’roken  srd' portrait, here  c.1533-43.  By a  chain of  argument  which is not
wholly convincing, the author follows Dr. Tudor-Craig in postulating two
sep'arate  lost originals.  Details from the Beauchamp Pageant  and from an
EdWard IV Waurin- MS are also reproduced (neither with measurements), but
for much other illustration the reader is referred to the  Richard  III exhibition
catétogue.  The  material  about  sixteenth-century prints of Richard in the
authbr’s  interesting article in The  Ricardian  is not included.2
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l. M. G. L.  Baillie,  ‘Some  thoughts  on  art-historical  dendrochronology‘, Journal  of Archaeological Science.  xi

(I984),  37l-93, with full bibliography.

2.  ‘Some  Posthumous Representations  of  Richard "1’, 77:2  Ricardian.  vol.  6, no. 82. Sept. 1983.

JENNY STRATFORD

THE  IDEALS  AND  PRACTICE  OF  MEDIEVAL KNIGHTHOOD. Edited
by C. Harper-Bill and R. Harvey (Woodbridge, 1986), £25.

The Boydell Press seems to have taken  a  new lease of life in its publication of
collections of medieval  essays. Costs  are high but the standard is excellent, not
least  in the welcome appearance of  footnotes  which, though  readers  have been
duped, are certainly easier and cheaper to produce  these  days  than  they were,
thanks to ‘modern  technology’, otherwise  known  as the word  processor.

The papers in this present volume are  a  selection  of the first and second
Strawberry Hill Conferences and deal in detail with  what might  be described as
the less  obvious, rather fringe aspects of medieval  knighthood  -— chess, burials,
armour production, lesser known knights and squires.  Though  the observation
is perhaps  a  little  méchant, running counter  to the whole spirit of these
interdisciplinary proceedings, the papers can be divided into the historical and
the literary, though  some are truly written with regard to  both  types of  source.
The essays are of European interest with only two being in any sense  of purely
English content.

Not surprisingly, some familiar themes  emerge  from  these  papers, most
notably the frequent comment  upon  status, both  in history and in literaturc.
Knighthood implied a social caste or  élite.  Peter  Noble’s  study of the  knights
and burgesses in the feudal epic presents  a  picture of  these  gallants  praised  in
spite of  acts  of barbarity —  a  reminder of the less attractive side to the chivalric
code  which gave rise to such well  known  episodes as the  Black  Prince‘s
murderous treatment of the citizens of Limoges. Bourgeois qualities of  loyalty
are set at nought, for the knight is superior and to trust the low born is folly. In
similar vein, Dr. Sally North’s ideal knight is necessarily well born. He is  a  hero
who is admired for  that  remarkable physical strength which enables him to
cleave the enemy and his horse  with a  single blow of the fist! From  this
quintessential ‘quality’ all others derive — force, endurance, courage and even
love  which provides the motivation. Still on the question of  status, Dr. Richard
Mortimer points out that  among German  knights  — literary and historical —
miles  or its German equivalent  — ritter  —  gradually is used to denote  position
and to  become a  title. Dr. Jackson’s assessment of the tournament in Germany
in  a  slightly later  period shows the knights clinging to the élitism of their class.
Like  Peter  Noble, Dr. Jackson discovers a defensive warrior class laying down
strict rules as to who may enter the tournament so  that  the bourgeois and his
urban  interests  suffer the opprobrium of aristocratic knights desperate to show
solidarity in the face of social mobility. In the  sixteenth  century the tournaments
undergo, not decline, but a metamorphosis as they become  increasingly subject
to and directed at the glorification of the ruler. Dr.  Jackson makes  some
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interesting comments on the ‘tourney on foot’ as an acknowledgement of  those
famous victories of Swiss footsoldiers over cavalry, a  clear sign of how the
tournament was geared to reality.

A  sense of reality lies at the centre of D. J. A.  Ross’s  discussion of the work
of Theodore Palaeologus. 0n the basis of his own military experience he
composed a treatise on the arts of war and government in 1326. It is  a practical
manual of advice, valuable for its rarity since few noblemen were authors of
such  works, in spite of  long years in  both  professions. Everything from billeting
of men to taétics is covered by_ the prince and the treatise must become essential
reading to anyone interested' m the logistics of medieval warfare.

Two essays deal  with  the more shadowy figure of the  knight’ s  squire.  Both
Matthew Bennett and Linda Paterson address themselves to the question of the
status of the squire. Was he  anything more than the servant of the knight? Was
he in fact  a  knight in the  making, an apprentice of noble birth?  Bennett’s  English
and French squires are emphatically non—noble non-combatants and this largely
as a result of  costs, for as the thirteenth century approached wealth became a
major determinant in aspirations to knighthood, particularly owing to the
expense of horses. His conclusions accord broadly with  Dr.  Paterson's
assessment of the Occitan evidence. The latter distinguishes two  groups  —— the
humbler  escudier  and the  donzel  who is  a  young noblg: rendering more personal
service to the lord. Both  authors  point to  a  period of transition in the thirteenth
century leaving some  sense of a need for  a  similar study of the squire of the later
middle ages.

Several of the contributors make pgssing reference to chess playing as an
aristocratic and highly popular pursuit for their knightly characters. Dr.
Richard Earles gives  a  fascinating account of its origins (in India sometime
before  AD.  600) and its introduction to the West (from Arabia). The 'first
references to it in Christendom survive from the early eleventh century. Its
spread was remarkably rapid so  that  by the later twelfth century it had become  a
major part of the chivalric  code.  Like other features of the  knight’ s life, it paid
due regard to status, for it mirrored m its pieces the hierarchical world  m  which
they lived.

In his  study of Anglo-Norman  knightly burials Brian Golding sheds some
interesting light upon an old controversy — the degree of Norman assimilatic'm
into England — by an  enquiry into  the chosen final resting place of the great
families and their earliest descendants, who  came  to England with the
Conqueror. As the author himself admits, his sample is small, largely owing to
uncertainty regarding burials. His conclusions are nevertheleés instructive —  a
high proportion of barons chose to be buried in England, a fact  which speaks
loudly for Norman adoption of the new kingdom. Dealing with the  same  period
is [an Peirce’s splendid excursion  through  the expensive business of the
manufacture of sWords,olances, shields, helmets and hauberks. This is the
assessment of  a  man who has tried it out for himself, having to his credit the
production of at  least  one suit 6f mail, and  a  sword which he estimates probably
represented some two hundred hours of labour! His brief concluding account of
taking to  horse  with Professor Allen Brown,‘ fully caparisqned 1n the gear of  a
Norman knight on the field of Hastings, has a stout  lesson 1n learning by actual
experience. _
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In the final analysis  nothing contributes to our understanding of medieval
knighthood  better than  the study of one of its known exponents and
exemplaries. This approach has  been  proposed to the reader at  length  by Dr. M.
H. Keen and in his contribution here he examines the knight by re-assessing the
career of Gadifer de la Salle  —  a man well  known  in his own day, yet  whose
reputation has only barely stood the  test  of time. It is an extraordinary tale
which presents not only a  practical model of knighthood but a curious link
through  a  strange adventure to the Canary Islands  with  the period of the
voyages of discovery.

Though individually the  essays in this volume are wide-ranging and varied
there  is a particularly strong unity of theme.  A number  of the contributions
have  benefited from some well chosen and well produced illustrations and
overall the  book  is  a  pleasing combination of the very particular and the very
general.

ROWENA  E. ARCHER

ENGLISH MISERICORDS.  Marshall Laird. 1986. John Murray, London.
£9.95.

Marshall Laird is to be congratulated on such  a  fine  exposé  in words and
pictures of English misericords.  This  book, a quality paperback, combines  a
brief but thorough introduction with  about  160 remarkably good photographic
illustrations covering a  wide range. Despite its brevity and compression the
book is  easy to read and the photographs are  easy to refer to while reading the
text.

John  Murray, the publisher, has produced  a  very attractive  book  which is
quite a  bargain at  this  price. It can be no easy task to maintain such  a  high
standard in producing so many photographs but this is indeed  a  very elegant
book.  Misericords are not a popular subject with  book  producers because of the
difficulties of finding good  illustrations of these carvings which so often present
problems of lighting and focusing. The  last  book  on the  subject  to be readily
available, The  Hidden World  of Misericords  by Dorothy and Henry Kraus was
produced in  1976  and it too has fine illustrations. In  this  book, however, the
choice of shiny art paper has given life to the subjects showing not only the
detail of the carving but the quality and nature of the wood in which the subjects
are carved.

Like the Kraus  book, material is divided  into  iconographic groups of
subject matter which might give a first appearance of over-simplification but the
wisdom of his choices are proved by what  Marshall Laird has to say in each
section (Humans, Animals, Monsters, Plants and Heraldry, and the Bible and
Saints). He makes references to continental sculpture and iconography and  I
did  have  to hunt the Autun and Ste Foy de Conques items he mentions in other
books  since the photographs are almost  limited  to English works. But this seems
preferable to  a  reduction in the illustrations of his basic subject.

Only an enthusiast could write such a  book  and only an enthusiast could
take  such  pictures.  I know  from my own experience how difficult it is to
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photograph  details in choir stalls as so often the space is too tight and  what  to
do  with superfluous body becomes a  major problem! I cannot help thinking of
the hours the author  must  have spent  crouching, kneeling and lying on  back  or
side.

He  must, too, have  spent a lot of time setting up his lighting and  a  very
useful appendix is a  short  section on how to  photograph  miscricords.  Also  of
great value are the lists of ‘major collections’ and ‘other  collections‘ —- both
compiled from G. L. Remnant’s  A Catalogue  of Misen'cords  in  Great  Britain
(Clarendon Press, Oxford 1969).  Finally the list of references is in itself a useful
workjng bibliography.

A fine  book  to read, keep and refer to.  I  should like nothing better  than  for
Dr. Laird to set  about  producing a  separate guide  book  for each of our major
collections. Perhaps this will not be  possible, however, since the introduction
refers  to  a  research fellowship in New Zealand and gives his professional interest
as  vector  pathology! So, the enthusiasm is  that  of a gifted amateur and  that  is
probably why it communicates so easily.

ARTHUR  COCKERILL

Notes  on  Contributors

Rowena  E.  Archer  has recently completed  a  D.Phil. thesis at Oxford on the
Mowbray Dukes of Norfolk up to  1432.  Currently researching the later
Mowbray Dukes.

Ian  Arthurson  teaches  at  Nottingham  Girls’ High  School. He is presently
completing a  book  on the year  1497.  Another, on opposition to the Tudors
(1485-1525) is in progress.

Arthur Cockerill  is the chairman of the Yorkshire Branch, interested in
church furnishings and was brought up in Ripon where he first discovered
misericords.

William  E.  Hampton, educated USA and England, B.A. Dunelm. Author
of  Memorials  of the  Wars  of the  Roses.

Alison Hanham  is Reader in History at Massey University, New  Zealand.
Her  most  recent publication is The Ces and  their World:  an  English merchant

family of the  fifteenth century,  Cambridge University Press, 1985.

Norman  MacDougall  is  a  Lecturer in the Department of Scottish History
in the University of St. Andrews. He is currently working on  a  biography of
James  IV of  Scotland.
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A. K.  McHardy is  a Lecturer  in the  History Department, Aberdeen
University.  Her  research centres  on the  late-medieval English church, and she is
general  editor  of the  Canterbury and  York  Society,

Gervase Rosser,  Lecturer  in the  School  of  History, University of
Birmingham.  Author of ‘A Note on the  Caxton  Indulgence  of 1476’, The
Library, 1985.  Now working on  a  history of  medieval Westminster.

Jenny Stratford  a former Assistant Keeper  in the  Department  of
Manuscripts in the  British Museum. Compiler  of a  Catalogue  of  Manuscript
Fragments  in the  Royal Library, Windsor; now  working on an  edition  of the
inventories  of John, Duke  of  Bedford.

Livia Visser-Fuchs  is  working on the  literary background  and  propaganda
on Anglo-Burgundian  relations  of the  Yorkist  period.

Contributions to the Ricardian

These  are  welcomed  on any subject  relevant  to the  aims  of the  Society. These  may be
illustrated by photographs (glossy prints showing good  contrast) or by line  drawings.
All  contributions, including letters, must  be  typewritten, with  double  spacing and
adequate  margins, on one  side  of the  paper  only.  Permission must  be obtained for the
use of copyright material, but this is not usually necessary for  short quotes.  References
and  footnotes  must  be given in one  sequence at the end of the  article. Details  need  not
be given in full for  second  and  subsequent  references to the  same source. They must
take a  form  similar  to the following examples:
R.  Horrox  and P. W.  Hammond  (eds.), British Library Manuscript  433 (4  vols.
Upminster  and  London  l979-83), vol.  I, pp.45-6.

Daniel Williams, The  hastily drawn  up will of William  Calesby Esquire, 25  August
I485, Leicestershire Archaeological  and  Historical Society Transactions, vol.  5! (l975-6),
p.48.

Anyone  interested  in taking display advertisement  space—full, half or quarter
page—or in placing an  insert should contact  the  Editor.  (Classified advertisements
should  be  sent  to the  Editor  of the Bulletin).

Contributions for the  September I987  Ricardian  must reach  Anne  Sutton. l7  Enfield
Cloisters, Fanshaw  Street, London  NI  6LD, by June  30. Articles  should  be  sent  well in
advance.  Further  advice  on  presentation may be  obtained  from the  Editor.
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RICHARD III,
CROWN  AND  PEOPLE

Edited James  Pctre

A collection of the most useful and interesting articles that
appeared in The  Ricardian  from 1975 to 1981. Many of them
have  been  revised and extended in the light of recent research.
Subjects include an edition of the Chancery warrants  1483-5, the
administration of justice by Richard III, North, South and
Richard III, the King’s relations  with  Oxford, Gloucester and
Southwark, Richard’s illegitimate children, the transmission of
the news of the Tudor landing in 1485, the pre-contract, John
Howard as ‘murderer’ of the Princes, biographies of William
Colyngbourne, John Harcourt, Sir Robert Percy and many
other contemporaries.

Illustrated (15 plates, 2  in colour). 462 pages.

Special price  to  Members  £14.50, including p. & p., from Miss
A.  Smith, 14 Lincoln Road, Guildford, Surrey GU2 6TJ.
Cheques to be payable to Richard III Society.

£25, including p. & p. to  Non-Members, from Alan Sutton
Publishing Ltd., 30 Brunswick Road, Gloucester GL1 lHG.

-  Cheques to be payable to Alan Sutton Publishing Ltd.
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